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ABSTRACT 

A clean, polycrystallme Ce-metal surface has been successfully produced by using a 
sputtermg and anneahng technique on Ce fad The chemical species formed upon exposure 
of Ce to 02 under UHV condltlons at 300 and 120 K have been characterized by XPS 
Dlssoclabve chemlsorptlon and reaction occurs to produce a thick layer of Cez03 Near 
saturation, a thm layer of CeOa ~8 formed over this Cez 03 Two peaks occur m the 00s) 
spectra, at BE 629 6 and 530 3 eV, which are asslgned to CeOz and Cez 03, respectively 
An Intense Ce(3d) satelhte at BE 916 6 eV becomes clearly apparent when Ce(IV) forms 
The prmclpal species formed are oxides, and no posltlve evidence was found for the 
exLst.ence of physlsorbed or chemlsorbed species 

INTRODUCTION 

Cerlum 1s the second, and the most reactive, member of the lanthanlde 
senes, and has properties reflectmg its 4f orbltats. It IS highly electroposltlve, 
and has predommantly lonlc chemistry due to the low lonlzatlon-potential 
for the removal of the three most weakly bound electrons The 4f orbltals 
have small binding-enerses, but are localized and well-shielded from the 
external environment of the Ce atom. Llgand n-bonding is not important m 
mteractlons of Ce, and the coordmatlon number 1s often greater than s1x. 
These facts dustrate that cermm differs slgnrflcantly from the d transltron- 
metals In addltlon to the motnratlon for its study as a consequence of the 
commercial unportance of cernum compounds, cermm metal IS a logcal 
choice for the extension of chemlsorptron studies to more-reactive metals 
Also, dekuled mformatlon on the oxldatlon of this reactive, 4f-electron 
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metal would be valuable m the development of a detalled theory of the 0x1- 
datlon of metals 

Some effects of the exposure of cenum to oxygen have been studied 
previously, but a clear descrrptlon has not yet emerged Helms and Spacer 
Cl], usmg UV photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS), found that an oxide layer 
forms immediately upon O2 exposure Usmg X-ray photoelectron spec- 
troscopy (XPS), Platau et al [2] observed an oxide-derwed peak m the 
Ce(3d) spectrum for very low exposure to O2 They also found that a 
protective film of oxide -10 ii thick was formed Platau and Karlsson [3] 
have used both XPS and UPS to study the growth and composltlon of the 
oxide film Usmg XPS, Barr [ 41 examined the passlvatlon layer that forms 
when Ce 1s exposed to au- and to O2 

A general picture can be obtamed from these studies, but a defmltlve 
descnptlon of the surface species formed IS not presented Our purpose was 
to ldentlfy the surface species present during the controlled UHV interaction 
of O2 with Ce, from mitral to saturation adsorptlon/reactlon, and to com- 
pare these results wrth mvestlgatlons usmg O2 or au- at atmosphenc pressure 
Although some differences m passlvatlon may be expected under these con- 
ditions, It 1s important to use UHV to control exposures, to reduce un- 
punties, and to slmphfy the ldentlflcatlon of the surface species 

Using XPS, we have studied the interaction of oxygen with clean, poly- 
crystallme cermm foil at 310 and 120 K We are able to clanfy the roles of 
Ce, O3 and CeOz m the oxldatlon process at 310 K, while the low-tempera- 
ture XPS results provide an interesting extension In another paper [5] we 
present complementary mformatlon on the oxldatlon of cenum by water, 
and on the chemlsorptlon of water 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The XPS measurements were made usmg an ion-pumped Physical Elec- 
tronics (PHI) Model 548 electron spectrometer which had a base pressure of 
1 x lo-lo ton. Mg Ka photons (Jiw = 1253 6 eV) and a cylmdncal-mirror 
analyzer, operated m the retardmg mode at 50-eV pass energy, were used 
Bmdmg energies are referenced to the Fermi energy (EF ) of clean cenum 
The work-function of the sample must be added if vacuum reference IS 
desired 

Lmde extra-dry-grade O2 was introduced mto the analysis chamber by 
back-filling through a vanable leak-valve The exposures were carned out at 
pressures < 5 x 10d7 torr while pumping the chamber. The total pressure was 
measured usmg a Bayard-Alpert lomzatlon gauge, and corrections were 
made for small mcreases m the partial pressures of background gases when 
back-filling 

The sample (10 x 10x 0 25 mm) of 99 9%pure Ce foil (Ventron, Alfa 
Products) was first cleaned by mechanical pollshmg, and then by Ar+ ion 
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bombardment at 5 kV and 150 PA cm -* It was necessary to heat the sample 
to 600 K durmg sputtering m order to obtam a clean surface (total <0 06 
monolayer of unpuntles, mostly carbon). Complete delis of the mstrument 
and the cleaning procedure are gwen elsewhere [ 51. 

RESULTS 

The mltlal uptake of oxygen 1s shown m Fig. 1 as a plot of the O(ls) 
photoelectron-peak area versus O2 exposure m Langmulrs (L) While Fig 1 
mdlcates that oxygen uptake has no slgnlflcant temperature-dependence, the 
0( 1s) and Ce( 3d) lmeshapes do mdlcate small differences between the d&n- 
butlons of chemical species at 120 and 300 K. The saturation of the oxygen 
signal 1s seen even more clearly from a plot of the O(KVV) Auger peak-to- 
peak height (dN(E)/dE mode) versus O2 exposure These data for exposure 
at 300 K are shown m Fig 2, and agree well mth the XPS data of Fig 1 The 
Auger data also show that there are no sharp dlscontmultles m the uptake of 
O2 by cenum As indicated below, the oxide thickness exceeds 24 A for O2 
exposures greater than 20 L, mdlcatmg that the saturation shown m Figs 1 
and 2 IS not due to cessation of reaction at monolayer coverage, but rather 
to the oxide thickness becoming greater than the probing depth 

Interestmg changes upon oxldatlon occur m the cenum Auger spectrum 
Figure 3a shows the spectrum for clean Ce, while Fig 3b 1s for an O2 ex- 
posure of 75 L The hneshape changes and chemical shifts m the 70-120- 
and 550-800-eV KE resons are noteworthy These changes occur smoothly 
with oxygen exposure, but we have not performed a detied analysis How- 
ever, we note that a previously published spectrum [6] 1s more charactenstlc 
of oxide than of clean Ce 

Helms and Spacer [l] reported that an oxide was formed upon O2 ex- 

02 Exposure (Longmurs) 

Fig 1 O(ls) peakarea versus exposure at 300 (0) and 120 K (i-) on polycrystailme Ce 
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Fig 2 Auger O(KVV) 
4 5 x lo-* torr 

mtenslty as a function of oxygen exposure at 300 K P(Oz ) = 

Kmttc energy (eV) 

760 8bO 

Fig 3 Auger spectra for cenum and oxygen The upper half (a) IS for clean Ce, while the 
lower is for an 02 exposure of 75 L 

posure and that its growth followed a loga&hmlc relationship, mdlcatmg the 
formation of a semi-protective layer of oxide at low exposures Slow diffusion 
of oxygen through thrs layer at larger exposures gves rise to a passlvated 
surface The shape of our uptake curve agrees qualitatively with these results 
In an XPS study, Platau et al [2] found that the mtenwty of the O(ls) and 
of other oxide-related peaks saturates at an O2 exposure of less than 1000 L, 
but they did not report an oxygen-uptake curve In their expernnents, a 
protective oxide layer with an estnnated thickness of the order of 10 A was 
formed with a large exposure 
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The reactlon of O2 \nth Ce IS characterized by two different O(ls) bmdmg 
ener@es (BE), 529 6 and 530 3 eV (Fig 4) Oxygen exposure at 300 K gives 
mltlally (0 5-L exposure) a smgle O(ls) peak at BE 530 3 eV with a full 
width at half-maxunum (FWHM) of 19 eV With further exposure, up to at 
least 20 L, this peak grows at constant binding-energy After 30-L exposure 
to 02, the O(ls) spectrum contams essentmlly a single peak at BE 529 8 eV 
with an FWHM of 1 9 eV This peak contmues to mtenslfy and shifts by -0 2 
eV m going from an exposure of 30L to saturation At the highest O2 ex- 
posures, another low-mtennty O(ls) peak was sometimes observed at 532 7 
eV We propose that these three peaks are due to CeOz , Ce, OS, and OH(a), 
m order of lowest to highest O(ls) BE Dlscusslon of each 1s presented below 

On exposmg films of freshly evaporated Ce to 02, Platau et al [ 21 found 

I, 1 , , , , , , , 

538 534 530 526 522 

Blndlng energy (ev) 

Fig 4 O(b) XPS peaks as a function of Ce exposure to O2 at 300 K 
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an 0( Is) peak at BE 529 9 eV (FWHM 18 eV) and a minor peak at BE 532 6 
eV They attributed these features to oxygen m Ce,03 and to physlsorbed 
oxygen, respectively Then spectra show shifts which are m qualltatlve agree- 
ment vvlth ours a strong peak at BE > 530 eV for O2 exposures of less than 
40 L, which then shifts to below 530 eV for OZ exposures exceedmg 100 L 
They attnbuted this shift to relaxation and chargmg differences between 
the metal and oxide Our results suggest an alternative interpretation, for the 
following reasons Both peaks of Fig 4 have the same FWHM and both grow 
at constant bmdmg-energy, suggesting that chargmg 1s negllable In any case, 
negative samplechargmg would cause shifts to lower kinetic energy (higher 
bmdmg energy), contrary to what 1s observed Work-function changes and 
relaxation effects can also be neglected A change m work-function affects 
the onset of the electron dlstnbutlon but has no effect on the observed peak 
posltlon, smce the sample 1s grounded Relaxation effects should be greatest 
when the oxide layer IS thm and easily screened by the metal conductlon- 
electrons Thicker oxide layers should mvolve less relaxation and higher, 
rather than lower, brndmg energes In the present work, the small shift 
(- 0 2 eV) of the 529 6-eV peak IS attributable to a decrease m the relative 
contmbutlon of Ce,03 as the exposure mcreases Between 20- and 30-L 
exposure to 02, the O(ls) BE shifts from 530 3 to 529 8 eV Although we 
did not investigate this regon m detail, the transltlon occurs over a 5-L 
exposure interval, the position of which is somewhat sensltlve to small 
amounts of impurities Thrs shift 1s attributed to the nucleation and growth 
of CeOz at the surface On the basis of Ce(3d) spectra (Fig 5), we must 
allow some contnbutlon from Ce, O3 to the O(ls) signal at 100 L m Fig 4 

Our observation of a minor O(ls) peak at 532 7 eV agrees with the results 
of Platau et al [2] However, we attibute this peak to OH(a) or to some 
hydroxyl-contammg oxide formed as a result of contammatlon of the 
surface by background H1O, rather than to physlsorbed oxygen Two facts 
favor this assignment (1) the intensity of this mmor peak varied randomly 
from experiment to expenment even when O2 exposure was carried out at 
120 K, and (2) exposure to Dz 0 gave a major O(ls) peak at 532 7 eV [5]. 

We have repeated these uptake experiments at 120 K and found the same 
results, except that the O(ls) peak shifts to lower BE at an earlier stage 
(- 0 3 eV by 20-L exposure to O2 ) This suggests that, at 120 K, CeOz forms 
at lower exposure Asymmetry on the high-BE side of this peak (-532 eV) 
could indicate a small concentration of physlsorbed oxygen 

Oxidized cermm, like some other lanthamdes, exhlblts strong core-level 
satellite features which are generally attributed to hgand-to-metal charge- 
transfer transltlons [ 7, S] We have focussed on the 3d core level since It 1s 
the most mtense cermm XPS transition observable and 1s known to have 
prominent satellites 

Our Ce(3d) XPS spectra for several exposures to O2 at 300 K are shown m 
Fig 5 Of particular interest are the spectra correspondmg to 0-, 20-, 50- and 
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925 915 905 895 885 875 

Bmdtng energy (eV1 

Fig 5 Ce(3d) XPS spectra as a funchon of 02 exposure at 300 K In the uppermost 
curve, unprlmed peaks are assigned to 3d=+ and pruned to 3d3,2 transhons 

180-L exposure to 02, which clearly Increase m complexity with exposure 
The spectrum of clean cerlum 1s dommated by the 3d,,, and 3d,,, tran- 
sitions at BE 883 2 and 901 7 eV, respectively The spm-orblt splitting of 
the doublet UJ 18 5 eV The measured intensity ratio 1s 3 0.2 1, m excellent 
agreement with the value 3 0 2 0 expected for a snnple spm-orbxt doublet 
Each of these transltlons 1s accompanied by slgnlflcant intensity which 
maxunizes -9 eV toward higher BE This IS attnbuted to 3d core-hole-4f 
electrostatic mteractlons and 1s commonly referred to as multlplet sphttmg 
[7,9,10,111 MOh.4 X-ray satellites make, at most, a minor contnbutlon 
to this spectrum 

Referrmg agam to Fig 5, note that a 20-L exposure gwes nse to two well- 
resolved features, separated by 3 7 eV, in both the 3d,,2 and the 3d 3, 2 
resons We attribute these four transitions to Cez03, with mslgnlflcant 
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contnbutlons from metallic cenum and CeOz This assignment 1s made for 
the followmg reasons The peak posltlons and relative mtensltles match those 
for the Ce(3d) spectrum of Ce(II1) species obtamed by Barr [4] Moreover, 
our spectrum resembles that for Ce(tmhd)J, which 1s dlstmct from that for 
Ce(tmhd)4 [ 12]* 

Oxldatlon of cenum to Ce, OJ gwes a Ce(3d) chemical-shift of 2 6 eV to 
higher BE, which readily explams the peaks at 885.8 and 904 3 eV Since 
metalhc cenum should not shift to lower BE, and Ce02 should be at higher 
BE than Ce, 03, we assign the peaks at 882.1 and 900 7 eV to shake-down 
satelhtes of Ce(III), perhaps mvolvmg O(2p) --f Ce(4f or 5d) charge transfer 
This assignment has been suggested previously [12] For exposures between 
0 and 20 L, we observed a rapid loss of metal intensity and the steady growth 
of features attnbutable to Ce, O3 

Parenthetically, we note that 3d XPS spectra of Ce(OH)3 have been re- 
ported 1131 which show transltlons at 881 7 and 888 OeV m the 3d,,, 
region These were assigned as the parent and a charge-transfer shake-up 
satellite of the Ce(II1) species Due to the marked differences m peak mten- 
&es and binding eneraes from the above Ce(II1) results, and the remarkable 
slmllarities to Ce(IV) spectra [4, 121, we believe that the spectra of ref 13 
m&ate that Ce(IV) species were prevalent at the surface 

Between 20- and 50-L exposure, new features emerge, of which the most 
recognizable 1s a new, high-BE peak at 916 6 eV This feature IS characterlstlc 
of Ce(IV), as noted by Barr [4], and m the work of Burroughs et al 1121 on 
bulk CeOz and Ce(tmhd)4 The relatively sharp onset of this feature corre- 
lates mcely with the shift of the O(ls) peak discussed above A slgmdcant 
broadening of the other peaks accompanies the appearance of this feature m 
the 50-L curve of Fig 5 We believe this spectrum 1s a mixture of Ce,03- 
and Ce02 derived peaks 

With further O2 exposure (up to 180 L), the h&-BE peak mtenslfles and 
additional features are resolved m both the 3d,, 2 and 3d3,* resons By com- 
parison with the spectra of Ce(II1) and Ce(IV) compounds, we conclude that 
a 180-L exposure to O2 at 300 K aves rise to both Ce(II1) and Ce(IV) 
species Some contnbutlon (-15%) from Ce(II1) 1s required because of the 
relatively high mtenslty m the regions a and a’ (see Frg 5) Otherwise, the 
spectrum 1s dominated by Ce(IV) 

The development of both the O(ls) and the Ce(3d) spectra with controlled 
exposure to oxygen (Figs 4 and 5) IS consistent with Barr’s proposal 143 
that oxldatlon begins unth the formatlon of Ce, O3 and terminates with the 
formatlon of a thin, passlvatmg layer of CeOz. From our data It 1s not 
possible to determine the extent to which CeOz and Ce, O3 are mured m the 
outermost layers 

The satellites m the 20-L curve were briefly discussed above We now turn 

* tmhd = 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-dlonatoheptane 
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to the assignment of parent and satelhte features m the 180-L curve of Fig 5 
Each recognizable feature w labelled, unpnmed labels denote 3d,,, asslgn- 
ments, and pruned denote 3d3,* The ener@es of these are assigned (m eV) 
as follows a = 8818, b = 888 1, c = 898 0, d = 884 8, a’ = 904 4, b’ = 
906 7, c’ = 916 6, and d’ = 903 3 At the outset, on the basis of the 20-L 
spectrum and published spectra for Ce(IV) compounds, we recognize that 
most of these features, while dominated by Ce(IV), do contain unknown 
contnbutlons from Ce(II1) species Consequently, some peak posltlons 
assigned to Ce(IV) may be mcorrect However, excellent agreement with 
published spectra for CeOz [ 4, 121 1s obtamed from the peak posltlons mdl- 
cated m Fig 5 

One reasonable assignment makes b and b’ the parent photoelectron peaks 
of CeO,, 1 e , roughly Ce4+ + Ce5+ (3d-’ ), with httle or no charge transfer 
Toward lower BE, the peaks (a,a’) and (d,d’) are then shake-down satellites 
mvolvmg charge transfer from negatively charged oxygen to the 5d and/or 
4f orbltals of Ce dunng photolomzatlon The (a,a’) satellites are very intense 
and he at 6 3-eV lower BE than the (b,b’) parr The relatively mtense peaks 
labelled c and c’ are assigned as shake-up satellites of the parents (b, b’), wrth 
AE = 9 9 eV One posslblllty IS a charge-transfer satelhte mvolvmg O(2p) + 
Ce(6s) These assignments differ from those of Burroughs et al [ 121, who 
argued, on the basis of a point-charge lattice-site model and the mstablhty of 
Pr(V) compounds, that Ce(IV) compounds should show only shake-down 
satellites This argument requires that peaks c and c’ be parent peaks and 
that all other features are satelhtes With this assignment, the shift on going 
from Ce(III) to Ce(IV) becomes 12 3 eV which, based on exammatlon of 
other metal-oxldatlon systems, IS unusually large We agree that Ce(IV) 
shows shake-down charge-transfer satellites, but believe that the equlvalent- 
core Pr(V) argument is not sufficiently strong to be used to elunmate shake- 
up satelhtes With the above assignment, the shift on going from Ce(II1) to 
Ce(IV) 1s 2 4 eV, which IS much more m hne with common experience How- 
ever, we cannot rule out the posslblllty that peaks c and c’ are parent peaks 
Particular care must be exercised here because of the partlclpatlon of local- 
ized f orbit& m screening Clearly, a theoretical calculation of the energes 
and mtensltles of these satellites would be helpful 

We cannot calculate the oxide thickness by standard methods because the 
metal photoelectron peaks are obscured by the growth of oxide features 
After only 20-L exposure to 02, the mtenslty of the metal peaks 1s strongly 
attenuated Using a mean free path of 7 A [ 141 for the 3d,,, photoelectron 
havmg KE 370 eV, we find that the oxide overlayer must be at least 24a 
thick after an O2 exposure of 20 L, and probably becomes sub&a&ally 
thicker with additional exposure The thickness would be even larger lf the 
mean free path m the oxide were longer than m the metal Our estimate of 
the oxide thickness 1s greater than that of Platau et al. [ 21 because of dlffer- 
ences m the assignments of metaldenved and oxldedenved features. 
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We have also studied the Ce(3d) reson during O2 exposure at 120 K As 
with the 0( 1s) spectra, we found no slgmflcant differences m the bmdmg 
energies of the peaks Small differences m the intensity of the satellite at BE 
916 6 eV and of associated peaks support the conclusion that a slightly larger 
amount of CeOz IS formed at 120 K 

One experrment that does show a temperature effect IS the followmg 
Heating a surface to 300 K that has previously been exposed to 50-L O2 at 
120 K causes the loss of CeOz features m the spectra The O(ls) peak shrfts 
from BE 529 6 to 530 3 eV, with a decrease m mtenslty of -25% Also, the 
Ce(3d) peak at 916 6 eV disappears The spectrum 1s sunllar m appearance to 
that obtamed for 20-L exposure to O2 at 300 K 

The XPS valence-band region of cermm reveals mterestmg changes upon 
oxldatlon, as shown m Fig 6 In the range wlthm 1OeV below EF, the 
spectrum of clean cenum, curve (c), has a relatively large peak near EF 
(maxlmum at BE 13 eV) The mtenslty near EF IS due to the unresolved 

Bndmg energy (eV1 

Fig 6 Spectra of the valence-band repon for clean Ce (c), cermm exposed to 100-L D20 
(b), and to 100-L 02 (a) 
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combmatlon of the s-d conduction band and the locahzed 4f core-level, 
and has an FWHM of 3 0 eV The XPS spectra of the valence-band remon of 
clean cermm have been studied previously [ 15,161 Baer and Busch [ 151 
carrted out an approximate deconvolutlon to obtam a bmdmg energy of 
1 8 eV for the 4f level, m good agreement with a calculated BE value of 
2 0 eV [ 171 UPS results are different because the lomzatlon cross-section 
of the 4f level 1s very small for 20-40-eV photons However, the location of 
EF 1s confirmed [I] 

Curve (a) m Fig 6 1s for 100-L exposure to O2 at 310 K There 1s little 
overlap of cerlum and oxygen features, and mterpretatlon does not require 
a difference-spectrum About 16% of the mtenslty ongmally present from 
the clean surface 1s observed at 2 0 eV, but this mtenslty 1s reduced to zero 
wlthm 1 eV of EF The O(2p) peak appears as a broad resonance wrth a 
maximum at BE 5 6 eV The mtenaty unthm 4 eV of EF IS severely attenu- 
ated, due to the loss of conduction-band and 4f electron density m the 
oxldatlon by O2 to Ce(IV) The remammg intensity, which we attnbute 
largely to 4f density, IS consistent mth the formatlon of a relatively thm 
layer of CeOz on top of a much thicker Ce,03 layer 

At low exposures to 02, where the core-level XPS results indicate that 
mamly Ce, O3 IS present, a metal contnbutlon to the valence band exists 
which makes it difficult to mterpret the spectra To obtam a valence-band 
spectrum of Ce(II1) with dnnmlshed metal-emission, we have used a DzO 
exposure of 100 L, which 1s known to produce a thick layer of Ce(II1) com- 
pound and a negh@ble amount of Ce(IV) [5] This spectrum IS shown as 
curve (b) m Fig 6 There 1s a reduction m the mtenslty adjacent to EF , but 
only small changes occur near BE 2 4 eV Thrs corresponds to a maJor re- 
duction of the conduction-band electron densrty upon oxldatlon to Ce(III), 
while the localized 4f density 1s retamed A brbad peak due to O(2p) photo- 
electrons appears at 6 2 eV The interaction of DZ 0 with cermm 1s discussed 
m detail elsewhere [5] Helms and Spacer [ 1] also observed broad, oxygen- 
derwed structure m then UPS valence-band study, which they attributed to 
emlsslon from oxide bands as opposed to a localized oxide-state 

DISCUSSION 

Conslderable dlscusaon of our results was mcluded m the previous section, 
here, we discuss bnefly how this work relates to other studies of lanthamdes 
and certam transltlon metals. 

The mteractlon of O2 wxth Ce IS very different from that with many of 
the tram&on metals, for example Nl [ 18, 191 and Fe [ZO] . The most no- 
table difference 1s the presence, at low adsorption-temperatures, of a high-BE 
O(ls) tram&on for most of the transltlon metals For Ce, we find no poatlve 
evidence for this transltlon, which 1s commonly attibuted to molecular 
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oxygen Neither do we find a detectable level of chemlsorbed oxygen on Ce 
Rather, the evidence pomts to the direct formation of a surface oxide even 
at 120 K 

Compared to the other lanthamdes, the behavior of Ce 1s snnllar except 
for the formation of a species characterized by an oxldatlon number of i-4, 
which 1s not possible for other lanthamdes For example, Lang et al [21] 
studied the oxldatlon of ytterbmm and found a smgle O(ls) peak at BE 
530 8 f 0 2 eV, which they attributed to oxide The oxidation of the heavy 
rare-earth metals, terbium to lutetium, has been studied by Padaha et al 
[22], usmg XPS At both 300 and 77 K, the mltlal uptake of oxygen by 
clean, evaporated films of these metals was characterized by a single O(ls) 
peak 1ocatCd at BE 531.0 + 0 5 eV These authors also found that, with the 
exception of ytterbmm, which has a closed 4f shell m the metallic state, the 
kmetlcs of surface oxldatlon were described by a logarlthmlc relation between 
oxide thickness and oxygen exposure They concluded that oxygen adsorp- 
tion rapidly aves a relatively thick (with respect to the electron mean free 
paths) oxide film, the growth of which slows down after an exposure of 
-40 L Our results for Ce show the same kmd of behavior except that the 
surface termrnates m a layer rich m Ce(IV) 

The conclusion that oxygen reacts with cerlum to form Ce(II1) and Ce(IV) 
species 1s the same as that reached by Barr [4] , who focussed on au passm- 
atlon of Ce Our results, under controlled exposure condltlons, gwe a more 
dewed picture of the mltlal stages of oxldatlon and demonstrate that, even 
at low exposures and temperatures, oxldatlon proceeds from Ce(II1) to 
Ce(IV) This lends further emplncd support to the notion that many metals 
tend to be m therr highest oxldatlon states when their surfaces become 
saturated with oxygen [ 231 Barr [ 41 used argon-ion sputtermg to determme 
the depth-profile of oxygen Slgmflcantly, our results mdlcate that no 
serious artifacts associated with partial reduction were introduced by usmg 
this method 

As compared to other oxides, we also note that m the case of Ce, an O(ls) 
chemical-shift 1s detectable on going from Ce(II1) to Ce(IV) Such shifts m 
the O(ls) BE are not commonly observed, but they have been noted m the 
oxldatlon of manganese, for example [ 241 

Bulk cermm exists m three different phases cy, p, and 7 [25] At room 
temperature, the magnetic f c c phase 1s present As the temperature IS 
lowered, a transformation to @enurn occurs at -273 K, and another trans- 
formation to a-cermm at -110 K The low-temperature c&phase 1s non-mag- 
netic and IS thought to form by the part& transfer of f-electron density mto 
the 5d conduction-band [25] Pollack et al. [16] found httle difference be- 
tween the XPS valence-band and 4d spectra of 7- and cx-cermm Our results 
obtmed at 300 and 120 K are consistent ~th this, but we note that our 
cleanmg procedure mvolved no annealmg after sputtermg Thus, we expect 
that our surfaces have many defects and are not characterlstlc of a smgle phase 
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CONCLUSION 

The controlled exposure of clean, polycrystalhne certum to O2 at 300 or 
120 K leads to the rapid development of a relatively thick layer of oxide, 
with no evidence for chemlsorbed oxygen, either molecular or atomic This 
oxide develops first as Cez 03, unth the metalhccermm 3d XPS peak drsap- 
pearmg after an exposure of 20 L An exposure of 50 L gwes a Ce(3cf) spec- 
trum with features character&c of both CeO, and Ce,OJ . In this same 
exposure-range, a 0 7-eV shift of the O(ls) signal to lower BE 1s noted. At 
exposures greater than 50 L, the O(ls) signal contmues to grow slowly at 
constant BE, whtie features characterlstlc of Ce(IV) appear m the Ce(3d) 
reDon of the XPS spectrum The reasonability of these assignments IS con- 
firmed by comparison unth literature spectra for Ce(III) and Ce(IV) com- 
pounds These changes m core-level posltlons correlate with the loss of 
conduction-band and f electron density m the valence-band reaon of Ce, and 
with the mcrease m O(2p) intensity We conclude that oxldatlon proceeds by 
the formation of thick layer of Ce, O3 terminated by a thm layer of CeOz 

The satelhtes which appear m both Ce(II1) and Ce(IV) spectra have been 
assigned on the basis of chemical shift and reasonable charge-transfer tran- 
sltlons The latter mvolve both shake-up and shakedown transltlons, provided 
that our assignment of the parent peaks 1s correct. These satellites are thought 
to involve transfer of charge from orb&& derived from 0 2p to orbltals 
derived from Ce 4f, 5d, and 6s 
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